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Within the enclosed kit you will find one of a number of different pottery styles. Each of these pieces are  
replicas of originals from ancient Judea. The pottery pieces range in date from approximately 1500BC to around 
300AD. All are made by hand, and all are manufactured in their country of historical origin.

The pottery buried in this kit has been intentionally broken to replicate the common aspect where ancient 
artefacts are excavated by archaeologists. Many pieces of pottery were broken intentionally in the case of the 
burial of a loved one, to symbolise their parting, or else were broken in the processes in which the site itself be-
came buried, being from either war and destruction or by the gradual processes of natural destruction and burial.
Your job, is to carefully excavate a (replica) piece of ancient pottery from its years of imprisonment in its soil, to 
clean and restore it as would  museum conservators and then to do an archaeologist’s report on your find to es-
tablish the origin and age of the piece. (Some history is provided, however by researching  ancient pottery styles 
yourself you will find it a much richer learning experience.)
INCLUDED IN THIS KIT
Broken pottery
Brush
Excavation tool
WHAT YOU NEED
Plenty of newspaper to protect your table or bench top.
Bowls of water to moisten the soil and to wash your hands.
An old toothbrush (Soft)
White glue (such as Aquadhere or similar)
Masking tape or a box of clean sand
HOW TO USE THIS KIT

Imagine a  piece of soil has been excavated from an ancient archaeological site. The block of soil you have 
in front of you is designed to replicate this scenario. Enclosed within the block of soil is an ancient pottery rep-
lica, being a jug used for oil, water or wine, a mug or goblet for drinking or even a vase or maybe an oil lamp. 
Using the brush and excavation tool provided and a bowl of water carefully dampen the soil with a little water, 
then slowly and carefully remove soil by brushing and gentle scraping until you discover a piece of pottery. 
Once you have found your first piece remove soil from around the periphery of each piece to find out how far it 
extends, then keep brushing and scraping soil until each piece comes away without forcing it. Continue through 
the whole cylinder until every single fragment big and small has been found. Check through the waste soil you 
have removed for any tiny fragments. Once all the pieces have been removed from the soil it is now time to 
clean the pieces. Again using the paint brush provided or a soft tooth brush, remove soil from the surface of the 
lamp and especially from all the joins. (the replica pottery have been artificially aged so don’t try  too hard to get 
the piece clean). Now it is time to restore your piece of pottery. You will need to do a series of dry runs first to 
test if all the pieces are there and to ascertain that you know how to position them before glueing, and to estab-
lish just what sort of pottery it is. (Note: it is rare for an archaeologist to find every single piece of broken pot-
tery, so if small pieces are missing, don’t worry, that is how it is in the real world of archaeology).

At this stage you will need to use white glue such as Aquadhere to glue the pieces together. Start either at 
the base or the rim and work around the piece as you go. Be patient, avoiding glue on the outer surfaces of the 
lamp as it will mar the final result. You can use masking tape to hold the pieces as the glue sets or stand each 
pair of gluing pieces in sand while they dry.

Once you have all the pieces together you can now start your report as would a real archaeologist. You 
need to look at the information provided on pottery, and try to establish the age frame and the culture. You first 
ascertain the pottery basic shape, its style, its decoration. Does it have or has it had any form of handle or han-
dles? Does it look like a modern equivalent ( basic styles really haven’t changed much over time, mainly the 
decoration or lack of!)? Does it look like it may have been made by hand, on a potters wheel or in a mould? Are 
there any decorations? Does the pot or jug appear to have been used, are there any residues? Look at the pattern 
around the neck, the design of the handle. For a period of time in ancient Judea decoration of pottery items was 
considered a form of idol worship and hence most pottery was not ornately decorated, unlike the Greeks or Ro-
mans who profusely decorated their pottery.
Once you have completed your research you can now proudly display your artefact and discuss your new found 
knowledge with your friends and peers. Teachers please note: As many as three students can work on each kit, 
one excavating, the second cleaning the excavated pieces, the third sorting the pieces. The team then does the 
research together.



The images above are not a definitive set of instructions on dating pottery from ancient Judea, but 
merely to give you some idea of the process involved. Pottery developed particular styles within certain 
periods but varied greatly from one culture to the next. To research the pottery of one particular culture 
you would need to search for information based specifically on that culture of the item excavated.
The pottery in these kits are all from Ancient Israel. Each of the styles (jugs, juglets, drinking cups etc) 
varied in size but remained within a certain style within a certain period. The exterior features of the 
pottery as you can see remained basically undecorated as opposed to the Greeks and Romans who richly 
decorated their pottery in one form or another and hence made dating easier. Most of the pottery from 
these kits date from the time of Christ being  primarily first century BC to first century AD. It was after 
this period that decorative features started to appear on pottery as can be seen in the oil lamp series.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE HISTORY OF POTTERY GO TO:

www.venusgalleries.com/Ancient Pottery.html



Did you know……
People in ancient times often used the soot on the surface of the lamp to make ink to write 
with. They would sometimes hold a piece of papyrus or parchment high above the flame to 
collect soot for this purpose.

In ancient Judea, it was the wife's responsibility to tend the lamps, trimming the wick, and 
making sure that at least one lamp was kept burning 24 hours a day, as it was considered 
shameful to not always have at least one lamp alight as it symbolised life. 

There are numerous references to oil lamps and their use in ancient writings particularly in 
the Bible. 

Roman soldiers would often carry a lamp and a flask of oil in a leather pouch on their belt 
when they would be away from camp at night.

The closed in style of lamps were developed to make it easier to carry the lamp without spill-
ing oil on yourself.

In some cases lamps could have seven or more wick holes to create more light than one lamp 
alone, but would naturally burn a lot more oil.

The Romans were experts at decorating their lamps. Many of their lamps had a discus 
shaped top with many different images embossed on the surface, from gladiators in combat 
to raucous love scenes.

Many lamps were used as votive offerings in the temple that you would present as a gift to 
the temple god when someone in your family had a need or was ill. The store rooms of many 
excavated temples could have thousands of unused lamps stacked in them from such use.

When a loved one was buried, lamps were used around the tomb or grave at the funeral cere-
mony and were usually left there afterwards. Many would be buried upside down in the top 
surface of the grave (symbolising departed life—remember the light represented life). Often 
a favourite bowl or lamp that was used by the departed one in life would be thrown into the 
grave and broken to again symbolise the parting from life.

Lamps were used with many different oils, but most commonly olive oil. Historic Connec-
tions has a range of replica oil lamps for sale that can be used just as they were in ancient 
times. Check our website for details at www.historicconnections.com.

Oil lamps have been used as a household source of light from the dawn of time until the in-
vention of the electric light bulb. How much we take the humble light switch for granted.

Salt was often added to oil if it was of an inferior quality and created too much smoke or 
smell.

At the moment an Astrophysicist at a major Queensland University is doing research on the 
spectrum of light from ancient oil lamps versus the modern fluorescent light. The results will 
be available at a later date on our website.
Go to our website for a comprehensive article on the History of Oil lamps. You will find 
it on our “resources page”.



Archaeologists challenge:

Context. Teachers copy.
The place where you find a lamp buried is its context. If it is found with other items on an 
excavation site, then it has a particular context based on the information gleaned from other 
items as well as the site itself. 
Consider the following scenarios:
The slab of soil from which you excavate this lamp is found with no other surrounding infor-
mation. What can you tell about the lamp? Describe its individual features and based on re-
search its approximate date.
The slab has been removed from a grave site of a noble. What can you tell about the lamp?
Lamps were used in many ways as part of the burial process. Just to name a few...It could 
have been the favourite lamp of the deceased. It could have been used during the burial cere-
mony. If it has decoration it could tell us about the deceased.
What if the lamp is intact versus if the lamp is broken? If a lamp was found in a burial site, 
placed on or near the body and in an obviously , intentionally broken state, it again could be 
an item used symbolically of the act of separation of the deceased in death.
The slab of soil is removed from a large room in which are found many other lamps and 
pieces of pottery, as well as a kiln. What can you tell us about the lamp?
The slab of soil has been removed from the ruins of a large temple complex. It is buried with 
many other lamps stacked together? What can you tell us? Lamps were often used as devo-
tional items given by someone as a votive offering and kept in the temple storeroom.
The lamp is found buried within the main structure of the temple alongside other religious 
items? What can you tell us?
If the slab of soil is found in a small house, what can you tell us?
 If the slab of soil is found with the lamp smashed along with lots of household rubbish what 
can you tell us? Lamps were very basic household items that could be purchased quite inex-
pensively, and hence would be thrown out and replaced once the soaking of oil through the 
body of the lamp made it appear unsightly.

The context in which the lamp is found, tells us a certain amount of information about the 
lamp itself, as well as about the other items found with it, allowing the archaeologist to put 
together a full picture of the whole site in which the lamp has been found. A lamp found on 
its own with nothing else can only tell us a little about the lamp itself based on its condition 
at the time of excavation( such as scorch marks on the wick hole etc). A lamp found with 
many other items tells us a whole lot more, but we must be able to analyse the context of the 
whole site.
Imagine in 1000 years time, you find and excavate an ancient cricket bat buried on its own. 
You have never seen one before. How would you go about finding what it is? Now suppose 
you excavate the remains of an ancient building that was once a sports store, with cricket 
bats, stumps, balls, books and lots more. The job is a lot easier isn’t it?

Now that you understand context, write a one page essay about the lamp you have just exca-
vated putting it into one of the contexts questioned above. Imagine it was excavated from the 
room of a house, in which was found a lot of ash and burnt wood, the remains of arrow-
heads, broken pottery and even skeletal remains. What has happened here?
Issue one of the following contexts to each kit/student group and have them base their re-
ports on their individual scenario. The block has been excavated from:
1. The grave of a noble 2. a store room in a temple 3. the main area of the temple 4. a basic 
house 5. the grave of an unknown commoner, where the lamp is found buried face down.



Describe the features of each of the component parts of your lamp, being specific to size, 
shape, colours (clay colours) structural decorations as well as surface decorations, as well 
as marks and wear and tear. Look for signs of use, such as carbon scorch marks around the 
wick hole or oil deposit remains within the body of the lamp.
If there are surface decorations, describe them and attempt to establish the meaning of both 
decorations as well as overall style of the lamp.

The lamp pictured above is a Roman Lamp from the early 1st century AD. It is a classic 
early discus style Roman lamp, with a small filler hole designed specifically to allow decora-
tions to the top surface of the lamp. (The Romans profusely decorated their discus lamps). 
The lamp has a concave, discus shaped top allowing the oil to flow easily into the filler hole. 
The lamp has “winged” volutes on the sides of the nozzle which was common on Roman 
lamps as well as certain later Jewish lamps. The lamp is of a pale pinkish clay with a black 
slip (thin clay colour wash) on the surface of the lamp. The nozzle shows obvious signs of 
use with carbon deposits around the top of the wick hole. The lamp has a decoration on the 
discus top around the filler hole, being in the form of a simple wreath incised into the surface 
of the lamp. The lamp has been broken and has been repaired.
The overall design of the lamp is  a classic early Roman style used from the first century BC 
to mid to late first century AD and beyond, of a design that was heavily decorated. These 
decorations would often give indications as to the characteristic of the owner. This lamp has 
been found out of context being purchased from a collector of a deceased estate from which 
no record of its provenance has been recorded, and hence little is known of its original owner 
apart from the decorations on the discus top of the lamp. The use of wreaths in Ancient 
Rome could indicate the lamp might have been owned by a person of a number of different 
categories. Wreaths were used by leaders as a sign of their rule, by victorious generals after 
their achievements and by victorious gladiators after winning decisive contests in the gladia-
torial arena. 


